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 Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD) is an approach to sustainable community-driven change.  It insists that
building and strengthening communities requires utilizing the current and potential assets of that community, rather than
focusing on the needs and deficits.  ABCD challenges traditional thought that assumes  communities need to be fixed by 

Developing, cultivating, and exploring relationships are imperative to the approach, and ABCD seeks participation and
empowerment of residents throughout all stages of change.  Asset-based strategies bring together and mobilize the local
community through asset mapping, learning conversations, and capacity inventory processes.  With localized assets driving
the co-creation process sustainable change takes hold.   

Training Highlights
ABCD trainings offer participants an
interactive learning environment
and practical tools to take back to
their communities that include:  

outsiders. Instead, the approach considers local
assets to be the primary building blocks for
developing strong, sustainable communities.
Residents often have the abilities and power to drive
change themselves.   
 
ABCD emphasizes linking micro-assets to the macro-
environment.  Using these connections,
communities have the ability to drive change
themselves by identifying and mobilizing existing,
but often unrecognized assets. This approach
requires intentional, collaborative identification of
local resident skills, local association power, and
local institutions support functions.   

Explore how ABCD approaches
can enhance your work within
the community. 
Strategically identify assets
within your community and
learn how to mobilize those
assets. 
Discover how community
members can be producers of
the future.  
Learn practical tools that you
can integrate within your
projects or initiatives.   

 In 1988 the Asset-Based Community Development Institute was established by
John McKnight and Jody Kretzmann, two colleagues at the Center for Urban
Affairs at Northwestern University. The Center was an urban policy research
group dedicated to social justice and urban change; the common view of
neighborhoods at that time was that they were full of problems and victimized
people. Like nearly all other universities, their work focused on policies that
would alleviate poverty and discrimination, through government, health and
social welfare agencies, and other large institutions.  
 
McKnight and Kretzmann recognized that this academic and policy framework
rarely included neighbors—fixing neighborhoods was considered a job for
outsiders. McKnight and Kretzmann undertook research to make visible the
multiple resources and capacities in neighborhoods. Over four years they
gathered resident stories in several hundred neighborhoods answering, "What
have residents in this neighborhood done together that  made things better?”
 The answers were bountiful and pointed to the possibilities of a new, resident-
centered, approach to community change. 
 
Internationally recognized and implemented all over the world, ABCD brings
together local community members to make change.  Learn more about the
ABCD Institute and find additional resources at www.abcdinstitue.org.   

Where ABCD Began




